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1. ON 12 AND 13 NOVEMBER 1962, SEVERAL RELIABLE UNRELATED SOURCES WERE INTERVIEWED CONCERNING CURRENT GOC MILITARY/POLITICAL ACTIVITY IN EASTERN ORIENTE AND AREAS ADJACENT TO THE U. S. NAVAL BASE. THE INFORMATION RECEIVED IS SUMMARIZED AND EVALUATED AS FOLLOWS:

A. ON 11 NOVEMBER REPORTEDLY FIVE MIG-15 AIRCRAFT BEARING CUBAN INSIGNIA FLEW OVER GUANTANAMO CITY (VT7827). ON 12 NOVEMBER ONE MIG-15 TYPE AIRCRAFT FLEW OVER GUANTANAMO CITY AT VERY LOW ALTITUDE. (B-2)

B. ON 11 NOVEMBER AT APPROXIMATELY 1900 HOURS A HOMEMADE BOMB WAS REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN EXPLODED AT THE CAFE DE CINE AMERICA, GUANTANAMO CITY, CAUSING RELATIVELY LIGHT DAMAGE. AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER OF YOUTHS HAVE BEEN ARRESTED AS A RESULT OF THIS INCIDENT. (B-2)

C. THE MISSILE LAUNCHING PLATFORMS VICINITY VILORIO (VT660212) MISSILE SITE HAS NOT BEEN DISMANTLED. REPORTEDLY REINFORCEMENTS HAVE ARRIVED AT THIS AREA AND THE SITE PERIMETER IS REPORTEDLY HEAVILY GUARDED BY RUSSIAN AND CHINESE TROOPS. (B-2)
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D. THE MISSILE LAUNCHING PLATFORMS VICINITY YERBA GUINEA (VT423219) ARE REPORTED TO BE POSITIONED IN THE DIRECTION OF THE NAVAL BASE. THERE HAS BEEN NO CHANGE IN PERSONNEL AND NO EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN DISMANTLED. (C-3)

E. AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER OF RADAR POSITIONS WERE REPORTED TO BE OPERATIONAL IN THE VICINITY OF VILORIO (VT660212). A COMMANDANTE (FNU) FAJARDO WAS REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN IN THIS AREA THE PAST FEW DAYS. (B-2)

F. ARTILLERY POSITIONS WERE REPORTED ON THE BEACHES IN THE VICINITY OF JIBARA (TU56). MILITARY TECHNICIANS WERE REPORTED TO BE RUSSIAN AND CHINESE PERSONNEL. LIGHT ANTI-AIRCRAFT 14.5 MILIMETER GUNS, WITH RADAR, ARE POSITIONED IN THIS AREA. GOC FORCES IN THIS AREA. GOC FORCES IN THIS AREA ARE REPORTED TO BE WELL TRAINED. (B-3)

G. REPORTEDLY THE LAUNCHING PLATFORMS AT THE REPORTED MISSILE SITE AT MICARA-MAYARI-ARRIBA (VT4561) HAVE NOT BEEN DISMANTLED. THIS EQUIPMENT IS OPERATED BY RUSSIAN AND CHINESE MILITARY PERSONNEL. THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE MISSILE SITES REPORTEDLY LOCATED IN THE MICARA-MAYARI-ARRIBA AREA. (B-2)

H. THE MISSILE BASE AT BANES (VU250180) WHICH IS MANNED BY RUSSIAN AND CHINESE PERSONNEL, HAS NOT BEEN DISMANTLED. CUBAN PERSONNEL ARE NOT YET PERMITTED IN THIS AREA. THIS SITE IS DESCRIBED AS A HEAVILY FORTIFIED BASE. (B-2)

I. A MISSILE SITE OF UNKNOWN TYPE WAS REPORTED TO BE LOCATED BETWEEN ALTO SONGO (VT2630) AND LA MAYA (VT327298). REPORTEDLY THIS SITE IS CAMOUFLAGED WITH TREES WHICH HAVE BEEN TRANSPLANTED AND BROUGHT TO THIS AREA. RUSSIAN-SINO-GOC REGULAR TROOPS ARE POSITIONED IN THIS AREA, HOWEVER, GOC MILITIA IS POSITIONED IN THE PERIMETER SURROUNDING THIS BASE. THE MISSILES WERE REPORTED TO BE IN LAUNCHING POSITIONS. ADDITIONALLY, ARTILLERY (NUMBER AND TYPE UNKNOWN) IS POSITIONED IN AREAS SURROUNDING THESE. (C-3)

J. XOETFRK REPORTEDLY LOMA DEL MAQUEY (WT359179) HAS BEEN DECLARED A MILITARY ZONE. GOC MILITARY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO THIS AREA ARE THE ONLY PERSONNEL AFFORDED ACCESS TO THIS AREA. (B-3)

K. TWO TRUCKS WITH GOC TROOPS WERE REPORTED TO HAVE ARRIVED AT REPARTO DABUL BARRACKS AT GUANTANAMO CITY (VT7827) ON 12 NOVEMBER. (B-2)

L. THREE TRUCKS WITH THREE HEAVY ARTILLERY PIECES OF UNKNOWN TYPE ARRIVED VICINITY FILIPINAS (VT569129) FROM SANTIAGO DE CUBA.
M. APPROXIMATELY THIRTY FIVE GOC TROOPS IN TWO TRUCKS ARRIVED AT JAMAICA (VT850330) FROM GUANTANAMO CITY ON 13 NOVEMBER. (B-2)


O. A SUB-TERRANEAN MISSILE STORAGE FACILITY WHICH WAS CONSTRUCTED BY RUSSIAN PERSONNEL WAS REPORTED TO BE LOCATED IN THE VICINITY OF FELICIDAD DE YATERAS (VT953430). REPORTEDLY AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER OF MISSILES OF UNKNOWN TYPE ARE STORED AT THIS FACILITY. (C-3)

P. ON 13 NOVEMBER THREE RUSSIANS WERE OBSERVED LEAVING BY JEEP FROM THE BUILDINGS LOCATED IN THE VICINITY OF THE NORTHEAST GATE (VT908087). (B-2) GVU. AN UNIDENTIFIED MISSILE SITE WAS REPORTED TO BE LOCATED AT GRANPIEDRA (UNLOCATED, POSSIBLE "CAMPASINO" LOCALE" DESIGNATION) IN THE VICINITY OF FILIPINAS (VT569129). (B-2)

R. CAPTAIN ENRIQUE GARCIA IS REPORTEDLY THE DESIGNATED COMMANDER OF AN ESTIMATED FORCE OF 2,500 MILITIA PRESENTLY DEPLOYED IN THE VILORIO AREA. GARCIA IS A NATIVE OF GUANTANAMO CITY. (C-2)

S. DEMOLITIONS AND OBSTACLES PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ON BRIDGES ALONG THE CARRETERA CENTRAL BETWEEN EL CRISTO (VT180225) AND GUANTANAMO CITY HAVE REPORTEDLY BEEN REMOVED BY GOC FORCES AS OF 13 NOVEMBER. (C-3).
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